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LCP pensions de-risking report:
Buy-ins, buy-outs and longevity swaps
January 2018

Welcome to our eleventh report on
the buy-in, buy-out and longevity
swap market in the UK.
We explore the opportunities available to
trustees and sponsors looking to transfer the risks
associated with UK defined benefit pension plans
to an insurance company.

LCP achievements over 2017:
• Lead adviser on largest pensioner buy-in (£1.2bn across two insurers)
• Lead adviser on largest single transaction of the year (£725m)
• Lead adviser on largest ever buy-ins for Just (£245m) and Aviva (£600m)
• Lead adviser on 40% (9 out of 23) of all buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m
in the public domain

LEAD ADVISER TABLE

Number of buy-in/buy-outs over £100m
Lead adviser

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total

LCP

5

3

12

6

12

9

47

Mercer

2

4

4

5

2

2

19

Aon Hewitt

2

1

2

3

5

4

17

Willis Towers Watson

3

1

0

0

0

2

6

KPMG

2

1

1

1

0

0

5

PWC

0

1

0

1

1

1

4

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

0

2

2

3

1

5

13

14

13

21

19

24

23

114

Hymans
Robertson
Others /
undisclosed
Total

LCP is proud to have
won 9 out of 11
pensions industry
de-risking adviser
awards since 2011,
recognising how we
lead the market in
helping our clients to
plan, negotiate and
execute successful
de-risking transactions.

Insurance company data. Includes H1 2017 insurer data plus publicly disclosed transactions
to 18 December 2017

For further information about LCP’s buy-in, buy-out and longevity swap expertise please contact Clive Wellsteed, or the LCP partner who
normally advises you.
For printed copies of the report, please contact the LCP marketing team on +44 (0)20 7432 6710 or email enquiries@lcp.uk.com.
This report may be reproduced in whole or in part, without permission, provided prominent acknowledgement of the source is given.
Although every effort is made to ensure that the information in this report is accurate, Lane Clark & Peacock LLP accepts no responsibility
whatsoever for any errors or omissions, or for the actions of third parties.
This report and the information it contains should not be relied upon as advice from LCP. Specific professional advice should be sought to
reflect an individual pension fund’s circumstances.
View a full list of our services at www.lcp.uk.com
© Lane Clark & Peacock LLP
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LCP’s de-risking team

Pension de-risking
steps up a gear
Welcome to LCP’s eleventh report on the
buy-in, buy-out and longevity swap market.
Looking back, over the last four years we have
seen a step change in activity in the buy-in
and buy-out market, with 2017 set to be the
fourth year to exceed £10bn of business.
2017 ended with a key milestone being
reached: the highest level of affordability for
full buy-outs since before the banking crisis
in 2008, nearly ten years ago. Our analysis of
FTSE 100 company pension plans on
page 12 shows a remarkable improvement
in fortunes since the EU referendum.
On the back of the improved affordability,
we expect 2018 to see a further step-up in
market activity on the back of rising demand
from pension plans. Insurers are reporting
a pipeline of over £30bn of deals going
into 2018.
On page 14, we look at how pricing has
improved over 2017, and the key drivers
behind this, including a convergence in views
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that life expectancies have reduced,
on the back of heavier-than-expected
mortality data.
A key source of pension plan demand this
year has been repeat transactions for plans
already on their de-risking journey. On
page 22, we consider how a phased buy-in
strategy has become commonplace even for
smaller pension plans and the benefits this
brings in terms of pricing and certainty.

Clive Wellsteed
Partner and Head
of Practice

We are also proud to have helped a wide
range of pension plans de-risk over 2017,
acting as lead adviser on the largest
transaction of the year and maintaining
our position at the top of the table for lead
adviser appointments for the fourth year
running (see page 2). Throughout the report
we have included case studies of some of
the pension plans we have helped over 2017.
We hope you find the insights in this report
interesting as we enter what promises to be
a very exciting year.

Charlie Finch
Partner,
Author of report

The what, why and how of
insuring pension liabilities
Over 2017, we created a series of videos to help finance
directors, trustees and other senior decision-makers
learn about the options for reducing longevity risk,
and the key points to consider along the way.

How can you reduce longevity
risk, and why is doing so
important?

What is a bulk annuity? What’s
the difference between a buy-in
and buy-out?

How do you prepare for a
transaction?

How are your members
protected in an insurance
contract?

What is a longevity swap?

Access these videos and more of our de-risking materials here:
www.lcp.uk.com/derisking
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2018 report at a glance

Pension plan demand set
to accelerate in 2018

Full buy-outs more affordable
Proportion of FTSE 100
UK pension plans over
80% funded relative to
the cost of full buy-out
with an insurer

1 in 5

Average buy-out funding levels for FTSE 100 UK
pension plans increased by nearly 10% since
August 2016

+10%
FTSE 100 companies over 80% funded:

11% 13%
2015

See page 12

2016

Market remains busy

See page 12

Buy-in and buy-out market volumes are predicted
to exceed £10bn for the fourth year in a row.

Expanding appetite
from insurers

15bn

+£5bn

Total insurer
capacity for 2018
(across buy-ins/
outs and annuity
back-books)

10bn

5bn

£25bn+

£20bn+
See page 13

Expected

Increase in capacity
since last year

2017

2018

High level of competition
amongst the insurers

0bn

2014

9

2007

9

7

See page 10
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2017

8

8

Aviva,
Paternoster,
5
PIC
2006

2

2016

Canada Life,
Scottish Widows
ENTRANTS
2015
Phoenix Life
2017

Just Retirement,
Partnership
2012

Lucida,
MetLife,
Rothesay Life

8

L&G,
Prudential
2005

2015

See page 10

Paternoster
2011

8

Insurers in the
market

Lucida
2013

6

7

7
MetLife
2014

Prudential leaves,
Just Retirement &
Partnership merge
2016

Insurers quoting
on full buy-outs

LEAVERS

Buy-in pricing improves

Longevity – what’s normal now?

Optimisation of investment
strategies and recent heavy
mortality experience has
driven pensioner buy-in
pricing to its lowest level
in recent years relative to
holding gilts

The reduction in pension
liability for a typical
plan adopting the latest
mortality data published
in 2017

3%
See pages 15 and 28

See page 14

Market waits on Prudential’s
next move

£30bn+
Size of
Prudential’s
annuity
back-book

Prudential has confirmed that it
is exploring a transfer of part of
its annuity back-book. Reports
suggest this is likely to be up to
£13bn, which could impact the
supply and demand dynamics
in 2018

See page 10

New energy in the longevity
swap market
New longevity swap structures have been
developed, increasing the options available
Longevity swap volumes:

2016

£2.6bn
2017

£6.4bn

See pages 10 and 30-31

A phased buy-in strategy has become an established model
Over the past two years, nearly half of all buy-ins over £100m have been
repeat transactions as plans look to progressively insure their liabilities

Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

All liabilities
insured

Further buy-in 2

Initial
buy-in(s)

Further buy-in 1

Further buy-in 1

Initial
buy-in(s)

Initial
buy-in(s)

See page 21-25
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5. FCA review
continued

Conditions for de-risking are currently
at their most favourable since before the
banking crisis in 2008 with the level of
competition, pension plan funding and
pricing all at attractive levels.
Charlie Finch
Partner
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Market opportunities
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Market review for 2017
2017 volumes for buy-ins and
buy-outs are set to exceed £10bn
for the fourth year in a row, with
over £6bn of longevity swaps.
Strong price competition
in the buy-in and buy-out
market, combined with new
energy in longevity swaps
has led to another busy year.
Buy-in and buy-out volumes
by insurer
1%
6%
9%
33%
12%

2016

14%
25%

6%
9%
9%

4%
5%

2017

35%

announced
to date

32%

Legal & General

Longevity swaps

2017 volumes for buy-ins and
buy-outs are set to exceed £10bn
for the fourth year in a row.

After a relative lull in longevity swaps
in 2016, there has been renewed
activity in 2017, with £6.4bn of
longevity swaps announced in 2017
across five transactions, compared to
£2.6bn in 2016. The largest longevity
swap was £3.4bn by the pension plan
of Marsh & McLennan Companies
(MMC).

The largest volume insured by a single
pension plan in 2017 was £1.2bn by
the Pearson Pension Plan, split across
two buy-ins with Aviva and Legal &
General. The largest single transaction
was the £725m full buy-in of the
Former Registered Dock Workers
Pension Fund with Pension Insurance
Corporation.
Pricing remains keen, driven by a high
level of competition – particularly for
pensioner buy-ins over £100m – with
eight insurers actively participating
following Phoenix Life’s entry to
the market in 2017. Competition for
full buy-outs has also picked up,
with Scottish Widows’ first such
deal meaning that there are now six
insurers actively quoting on full
buy-outs.
Unlike previous years, there have been
no annuity “back-book” transactions
announced in 2017. However, there
has been plenty of press speculation
about potential transactions with
Prudential confirming that it plans to
transfer part of its £30bn plus annuity
portfolio. In 2016 a significant volume
of market capacity was absorbed by
Aegon’s £9bn annuity book.

Aviva
Canada Life

transactions take place.

Scottish Widows
Phoenix Life
JUST

Rothesay Life

10

Buy-ins and buy-outs

Looking forward into 2018, given
the competitive dynamics across
the market, we anticipate there
being significant capacity available
for pension plan transactions,
even if material annuity back-book

Pension Insurance Corporation
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Imogen Cothay,
Senior Consultant

2017 has seen increased variety in
the structuring of longevity swaps.
The MMC longevity swap and a
£1.6bn longevity swap by a British
Airways pension plan both used
captive insurers established for that
purpose; the pension plan of SSE
plc became the first to use a “passthrough” structure with an external
intermediary through their £800m
longevity swap with L&G in June 2017.
There were two longevity swaps
below £500m, with several reinsurers
now competing at the smaller end of
the market, making longevity swaps
a more viable option for smaller
pension plans.
Looking forward into 2018, a number
of reinsurers have stated strong
appetite for UK longevity risk.
When this is considered alongside
improved pricing and recent
innovations in structuring, we expect
longevity swaps to continue to be
a popular way to de-risk.
See page 30 for further details
on evolving longevity swap
structures.

Source: Insurance company data. 2017 includes HI 2017 plus publicly disclosed
data and transactions. The full data is set out in the Appendices.

Market review

Largest volumes insured each year through buy-ins and buy-outs
Pearson Pension Plan
Two buy-ins 2017

ICI Pension Fund
Five buy-ins 2016

£1.2bn

£2.7bn

Philips Pension Fund
Full buy-out 2015

ICI Pension Fund
Three buy-ins 2014

£2.4bn

£3.9bn

EMI
Full buy-out 2013

Merchant Navy
Full buy-out 2012

£1.5bn

£0.7bn

GlaxoSmithKline
Pensioner buy-in 2010

Turner & Newall
PPF plus buy-out 2011

£0.9bn

£1.1bn

See page 40 for a list of the largest buy-ins and buy-outs

Buy-in, buy-out and annuity back-books volumes
£5.2bn

2011

£4.4bn

2012

£7.5bn

2013

£13.2bn

2014
£12.3bn

2015

Back-books £1.3bn

£10.2bn

2016

Back-books £9bn

c£12bn expected

2017

£15bn plus predicted

2018

Potential back-books

Evolving longevity swap structures

Number of longevity swaps

7
6

Captive insurer

5

Pass through

4

Sponsor subsidiary
Fully-intermediated

3
2
1
0
2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

See page 30 and 31 for more information on longevity swap structures.
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2018 set to see dramatic increase in demand
Buy-out funding reaches record levels
As funding levels improve, demand for buy-ins, longevity swaps and, ultimately, buyouts tends to increase on the back of increased affordibility. The chart below shows the
average funding level of the UK pension plans of the FTSE 100 over the past five years as
measured relative to the estimated cost of full buy-out with an insurance company.

70%

Estimated buy-out funding
level for the FTSE 100

EU Referendum

65%

60%

55%
Dec 2012

Dec 2013

Dec 2014

Dec 2015

Dec 2016

Dec 2017

The average
FTSE 100 pension
plan has seen their
buy-out position
improve by nearly
10% since August
2016, to reach the
highest level since
before the banking
crisis in 2008.

Source: LCP analysis of the estimated buy-out funding levels for the FTSE 100 UK pension plans,
based on data analysed as part of the LCP Accounting for Pensions 2017 report. 2016 figures have
been restated based on the constituents of the FTSE 100 at 30 September 2017.

The chart shows that funding relative
to the estimated full buy-out cost has
surged since the EU referendum, with the
average FTSE 100 UK pension plan seeing
the position improve by nearly 10% since
August 2016. This improvement is down to
a combination of three key factors:
• Buoyant investment markets resulting
in good performance on pension plan
assets relative to liability values;
• Strong price competition between
insurers; and
• Insurers incorporating recent evidence
that longevity is improving less quickly
than previously expected.
The average buy-out funding level is now
at its highest level since before the banking
crisis in 2008. However, in the past 10
years FTSE 100 companies have paid over
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£150bn into their pension plans and, even
after the recent improvements, have seen
little resulting gain in overall funding. It is
this challenging backdrop that has been a
key driver for the desire from companies
to de-risk their pension plans.
If the improved funding positions persist,
then we anticipate a marked increase in
demand from pension plans to de-risk
and an increasing number finding that full
buy-out is now within reach. Indeed, some
well-prepared pension plans are already
approaching the market to test pricing and
identify whether an opportunity exists.
For example, the Former Registered Dock
Workers Pension Fund announced in
November 2017 that it had insured its full
liabilities in a £725m transaction that it was
able to afford following the recent funding
improvements.

David Fink,
Partner

2018 set to see dramatic increase in demand
continued

The average buy-out funding position has improved but funding still varies widely
between pension plans. The chart below shows the distribution of funding levels for UK
pension plans of FTSE 100 companies measured relative to the estimated cost of full
buy-out with an insurance company – as at 30 November 2017 and one year earlier.

Proportion of FTSE 100 pension plans
funded above this level

Distribution of buy-out funding in FTSE 100 UK pension plans
100%

2017

90%

2016

80%
70%

3 in 4 pension plans
over 65% funded

1 in 5 pension plans
are over 80% funded
on buy-out

60%

Increase in buy-out
funding across nearly
all pension plans
over 2017

1 in 5 pension plans
over 80% funded.

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
40%

45%

50%

55%

60%

65%

70%

75%

80%

85%

90% 100%

Estimated buy-out funding level
The chart shows a material improvement in buy-out funding across the board with the
UK pension plans of 1 in 5 FTSE 100 companies now over 80% funded on buy-out up
from 1 in 8 last year. At this level, the pension plans should have a clear end game plan
with some sponsors likely to conclude their plan is within cheque-writing distance of
full insurance.

Insurer capacity
2017 is set to reach over £10bn of buy-ins
and buy-outs for the fourth year running
but falls short of insurer capacity that
we estimated at over £20bn. This excess
capacity has been beneficial for the
attractive pricing achieved by pension
plans over the year.
We expect capacity to increase further in
2018 to over £25bn across buy-ins, buy-outs
and annuity back-books. If volumes exceed
this level then we expect more material
upward pricing pressure would emerge. This
extra capacity reflects expanding ambitions
from the existing insurers in the market
(for example Aviva is targeting volumes of
over £3bn in 2018, up from c£1bn written in
previous years) and the entrance of newer
insurers such as Phoenix Life.

This increasing capacity is positive given
the anticipated increase in demand from
pension plans in 2018. However, there are
other constraints such as the ability of
insurers to source sufficient higher yielding
assets and operational capacity. Insurers
only have limited numbers of skilled people
to successfully support a transaction
through to completion. This is likely to make
the insurers ever more selective about which
opportunities they will price and places
increased emphasis on the process pension
plans use to approach the buy-in and

1 in 5 FTSE 100
companies has a
UK pension plan
over 80% funded
relative to the
full buy-out cost,
up from 1 in 8
last year.

Yadu Dashora,
Partner

buy-out market. We therefore expect that
preparation will be even more important in
2018 for pension plans considering buy-ins
and buy-outs.
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Pensioner buy-in pricing improves against
backdrop of reducing life expectancy
Most pension plans have revised their views on future
life expectancy over 2017 following the publication of
heavier-than-expected mortality data and therefore are
demanding lower buy-in prices. Pensioner buy-in pricing
has improved over 2017 and continues to achieve most
pension plans’ requirements for value.

For pension plans not yet able to afford to insure in
full through a full buy-out, a buy-in provides a way of
transferring part of the pension plan’s risk. However,
the trustees and sponsor will wish to be satisfied that a
buy-in provides value-for-money compared to alternative
investments.
The chart below shows typical pensioner buy-in pricing
over time expressed as an implied return compared to the
yield available from holding gilts. Where buy-in pricing is

Ken Hardman,
Partner

above the zero line, a pension plan can typically increase
its expected investment returns by switching gilts for a
buy-in. As such, this is a key benchmark for assessing the
value offered by a pensioner buy-in.
The chart shows a pensioner buy-in currently achieves an
investment return typically around 0.2% pa above the yield
on gilts. For pension plans with gilts available to switch
into a buy-in, such a step can improve the funding position
and reduce risk.

Pensioner buy-in pricing relative to holding gilts
0.3% pa

Implied return on buy-in relative to gilt yields

EU Referendum

Publication
of CMI2016
longevity
projections

0.2% pa

0.1% pa
Buy-in pricing more
favourable than
holding gilts

0.0% pa
Buy-in pricing less
favourable than
holding gilts
-0.1% pa
December 2014

December 2015

December 2016

December 2017

The chart shows that the value offered by a pensioner buy-in fell in early 2017 following the publication of the CMI 2016
longevity projections showing reduced life expectancies. This was not because buy-in pricing increased but because pension
plans were prepared to pay less to transfer the liabilities to an insurer through a buy-in as they expected the liabilities to be
less costly to provide. On the opposite page we consider what insurers have done over 2017 to improve pricing.
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Even after taking account of reduced life
expectancies, pension plans can still be
confident of a funding gain where gilts
are exchanged for a buy-in.

Myles Pink,
Partner

How recent mortality data
has reduced pricing in 2017

How innovation in asset
sourcing has reduced pricing

The publication of the CMI 2016 longevity
projection model in March 2017 reduced
pensioner liability values by around 3% for a
typical pension plan, compared to the CMI
2015 model. This primarily reflected heavier
than anticipated mortality experience
over 2016 in the UK, which has continued
over 2017. However, the impact varied
between pension plans and is sensitive to
how the new model is applied leading to
considerable debate in the industry.

The biggest driver of insurer pricing –
above mortality rates – is the investment
yield on the assets in which the insurer
invests to support the pensions they insure
(after adjusting for risk). The higher the
risk adjusted yield, the lower the price the
insurer can offer.

The good news is that, after some initial
caution, insurers and reinsurers have largely
incorporated the revised views on future
longevity leading to material reductions in
buy-in, buy-out and longevity swap pricing
over 2017. The industry will continue to
debate the future direction of mortality
rates as new data emerges, but market
competition is helping to ensure pricing
remains at a fair level.

Over 2017, insurers have continued to
work hard to innovate and optimise
investment strategies to stay a step ahead
of their competitors. By moving away from
corporate bonds into other higher-yielding
but secure illiquid assets, insurers have
been able to drive further improvements in
pricing. For example, many insurers are now
using equity release (held in a Solvency II
compliant securitised structure) to provide
a yield pick-up for longer-dated liabilities.
Other assets employed by insurers
include infrastructure, ground rents
and securitised loans.

The best pricing is available where
insurers have sourced specific higher
yielding assets and allocated them to
the pension plan’s transaction. Insurers
have a pipeline of assets but a busier
market place in 2018 will mean greater
competition between transactions
for such assets.

An example insurer asset strategy for a pensioner buy-in

2017
Equity release

2022
Privately
sourced debt

2027
Corporate
bonds

2032
Gilts

See page 32
for more
details on
insurers’
asset
strategies

2037

2042

Pensioner cashflows
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How a multi-employer scheme reduced sponsor
risk through a £570m pensioner buy-in
How a specialist buy-in advisor can work closely with existing
advisors and the trustee executive team to deliver a successful
transaction for the Trustee, employers and members.

“

The challenges facing our Plumbing
Industry Pension Scheme have been well
chronicled. The buy-in is the result of clear
decisions taken by the trustees, hard work
by our executive team and an adviser
line-up second to none in the team working
stakes. As a result, we can announce a good
news pension story – a rarity these days.
Employers and members alike will benefit
from the increased security which this
policy brings.

“

Alan Pickering,
Chairman of the Trustee
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Background
The Plumbing &
Mechanical Services
(UK) Industry
Pension Scheme was
set up in 1975 and
has had over 4,000
employers during
its history.

It currently has over
350 contributing
employers, around
35,000 members
and just under £2bn
of assets.

In 2016, the Trustee was
advised that a buy-in
could be accommodated
within the plan’s
investment and funding
strategy and would
reduce both longevity
and investment risks.

The plan has had some coverage in
the press in relation to section 75
employer debt legislation. The Trustee
has lobbied the Government to reform
the legislation, with the aim being
to reduce the burden of the debt on
non-associated employers whose only
connection to each other is that they
operate in the same industry.

Approach
Appointment of a specialist buy-in adviser
The Trustee appointed LCP as a specialist buy-in adviser in late 2016 to work alongside the plan’s existing
advisers to advise on the structuring and execution of a buy-in, potentially covering all pensions in payment.

A process designed to optimise pricing
The process was structured to obtain pricing from six insurers in order to maximise competitive tension and obtain
the best pricing. The Trustee focus on price was driven by the belief that an insurer’s covenant (with no collateral
structure) would be a material improvement for the security of members’ benefits. The result was pricing at some
of the most attractive levels that we have seen in the last few years, which was partly driven by strong appetite
from reinsurers. The attractive pricing meant that the plan could afford to insure all pensions in payment.

Minimal execution risk
The plan also benefited during the execution phase from a full price-lock to units in a pooled credit fund.
This is usually difficult to secure, as the insurer has limited visibility over the disinvestment proceeds when
the units are sold. The robust price-lock meant that the pricing was locked-in quickly with no additional
transition or restructuring costs for the pension plan.

What they achieved

A £570m pensioner
buy-in with Legal & General,
covering all pensioners.

Reduced reliance on
the sponsor covenant,
significantly increasing
the security of benefits.

Removal of a material
amount of risk for the
sponsoring employers.

A more stable funding
position going forwards,
which is particularly valuable
in light of the current section
75 employer debt legislation.
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How a charity closed a £5.6m deficit
to fully insure its £30m plan
Thorough preparation and planning enabled the RMTGB
(now part of the Masonic Charitable Foundation) to remove
its pension risk within three months following a change in the
principal sponsor’s circumstances.

Les Hutchinson,
Chief Operating Officer
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“

“

Having made the decision to de-risk
and close the staff pension scheme,
timing was everything - as was
ensuring that the correct benefits
were insured for our pensioners, inservice and deferred members. We
also needed to ensure that a range
of legacy rules and entitlements
were accommodated and that the
process followed was transparent,
met the appropriate regulatory
requirements and was affordable to
the employers. The support provided
by the team at LCP was invaluable
throughout the entire process.

Background
At the 2011 valuation the
RMTGB pension plan
had a buy-out deficit
of £5.6m.

The plan was open to
accrual, and the sponsor set
an objective to fully buy-out
in the future.

The plan has two nonassociated sponsoring
employers.

In 2016 the principal
employer became part
of a larger charity.

Approach

Robust preparation

Innovative benefit amendment

As early as 2012 the plan put in place investment
triggers to switch return-seeking assets into gilts at
pre-defined funding levels and provide a better match
for insurer pricing. Within three years this resulted in
assets increasing by over 35% - materially reducing
the buy-out deficit.

The plan had a fixed cash benefit which would have
been expensive to insure, so the Trustees converted
these benefits into a form which was more efficient
to insure.

Early work was carried out on the plan’s data, with
data cleansing activities and the collection of marital
status information in 2013 to help achieve more
favourable insurer pricing in the future.
The Plan also closed to future accrual in March 2016
in preparation for buy-out.

In doing so the Trustees both increased members’
benefits and saved £1m on the buy-out premium –
a “win-win”.

Effective transaction and efficient wind up
Once commenced, the initial transaction completed
in three months for a total premium of c£30m.
LCP’s streamlined buy-in and buy-out service was
used, securing the pricing and policy terms sought
at the outset.

Close collaboration between
sponsoring employers
Following the announcement of the merger of the
principal employer with a large charity, the principal
employer set aside funds in an escrow account to
meet the remaining buy-out deficit. A separate side
loan agreement was put in place to recover the other
employer’s share of deficit.

Following the transaction in September 2016, the
good condition of the data meant the plan could
complete its data verification by June 2017.
The plan moved to buy-out in October 2017, with
wind-up due to complete in early 2018, just one
year after commencing the buy-out project.
As a result of all the actions taken, the RMTGB
expects to receive a £1m refund from the funds
set aside in escrow.

What they achieved

A full buy-out achieved
at attractive pricing.

All benefits secured
within three months of
approaching the market.

Merger of the sponsor with
other charities proceeded once
pensions risk had been removed.
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5. FCA review
continued

The recent shift in views on future longevity
has highlighted the uncertainty that exists.
Adopting a phased buy-in strategy allows
pension plans to lock down longevity risk
steadily over time and avoid being caught
out by a future change in direction.
Clive Wellsteed
Partner

20
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Phased buy-in
strategies
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Phased buy-ins – cost effective de-risking
What is a phased buy-in strategy?
A phased buy-in strategy allows pension plans to steadily insure their liabilities over time to achieve full insurance with
greater certainty and at a lower overall cost. This approach has now become an established model with nearly half of
all buy-ins over £100m in the past two years being a repeat transaction for the pension plan.

What are the advantages of phased buy-ins?
More efficient risk reduction

Price certainty

Longevity risk taken down over time when it
becomes affordable in parallel with reducing
other investment risks.

Progressively locks down insurer pricing
risk so the pension plan is less exposed
to insurer pricing increasing in future.

Better pricing

Opportunism

The pension plan benefits from insurer appetite
varying over time for different liability subsets,
which can result in material price savings.

Pension plans can move quickly on
subsequent buy-ins to take advantage
of pricing opportunities and therefore
are more attractive counter-parties
for insurers.

A key first step is to develop a practical plan of how full insurance will be achieved, with an understanding of the triggers
and constraints that initial and further buy-in transactions will need to meet. This can be an effective strategy for pension
plans of all sizes.

A phased buy-in strategy
Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

Uninsured
liability

All liabilities
insured

Further buy-in 2

Initial
buy-in(s)

Further buy-in 1

Further buy-in 1

Initial
buy-in(s)

Initial
buy-in(s)

LCP’s streamlined service is an effective
way of implementing buy-ins,
allowing even smaller pension plans
to adopt a phased buy-in approach.
22
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David Stewart,
Partner

How to implement a phased buy-in strategy
The toolbox needed to achieve phased de-risking success

Integration with wider investment strategy
By considering longevity risk alongside investment risks, pension plans can identify
which risks are most prominent and should be addressed first. A framework for this can
help you make informed decisions to prioritise which de-risking decisions give the most
“bang for the buck”, taking into account both the cost and the reduction in longevity and
investment risks. We use LCP Visualise, our real-time valuation technology, to help clients
to put in place a framework for their pension plans.

Umbrella contracts
Subsequent buy-in transactions with the same insurer can be significantly more efficient
through “umbrella contracts”, permitting the initial buy-in to be extended on the same
contractual terms. Umbrella contracts enable quick and efficient follow-on transactions,
allowing pension plans to react to market opportunities when pricing is favourable. This
needs to be supported by robust price monitoring and governance processes to facilitate
a smooth execution process. This can be effective even for smaller pension plans if they
intend to do further buy-ins over time.

Segmentation of liabilities
When adopting a phased buy-in approach it is important to consider how your
liabilities might be segmented into subsets to achieve the most favourable overall pricing.
Varying insurer appetite will drive the value-for-money of a particular subset over time.
Considering the insurability of your residual liabilities is an important element of this,
so that future buy-ins can be carried out without leaving a difficult to insure residual
population for further transactions.

LCP has helped the ICI
Pension Fund insure
over £8bn of pensioner
liabilities across 13
transactions using
umbrella contracts
with three different
insurers.
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How the Pearson Pension Plan transferred
a third of its longevity risk and put in place
a platform for further de-risking over time

The Plan completed the largest buy-in of 2017 at
£1.2bn, split between Aviva and Legal & General.

Stephen Beaven, Pensions Director,
The Pearson Pension Plan

24
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“

“

LCP helped us to navigate a complex area very
effectively. They were highly organised, proactive
and consistently demonstrated a strong commercial
aptitude. I can say with confidence that LCP exceeded
our expectations throughout.

Background
The Pearson
Pension Plan has
c£4bn of assets
and a FTSE 100
sponsor.

Since 2012 Pearson
has sold a number
of businesses
including Penguin
books, the Financial
Times Group and
the Economist.

The pension plan
is strongly funded
following cash received
as part of these
disposals together
with good investment
performance.

The Trustee and
Pearson took steps
to reduce investment
risk and identified
longevity risk as a
key priority.

Following a
competitive tender
process, LCP was
appointed to a joint
working party to
advise on longevity
risk management.

Approach
The decision to buy-in

Choosing who to insure

The Trustee’s and Pearson’s objective to progressively
reduce longevity risk in tandem with investment risk made
a phased buy-in strategy natural for them.
Careful analysis of the capacity for a buy-in and the
funding impact was conducted before deciding to
proceed.

The plan analysed a range of membership subsets and
sought pricing on targeted options before deciding
to pursue two representative cross-sections of the
pensioners. A key benefit of this approach was that
it avoided any bias in the insured or non-insured
populations.

Ring fencing the assets

Umbrella contracts

Both arrangements include additional security provisions
where assets are maintained in a ring fenced custody
arrangement owned by the Trustee.

Umbrella contracts were set up as part of both buy-ins
to enable them to be extended quickly through the
existing contract terms. This ensures the same strong
terms are preserved for future de-risking.

These provide additional protections for the Plan and
Pearson should either insurer get into financial difficulties
or fail to meet their obligations under the policies, which
enhances the security of members’ benefits.

The plan is able to extend the de-risking over time
as capacity within the investment and funding
strategy emerges.

What they achieved

£1.2bn of liabilities insured
split equally between
Aviva and Legal & General,
covering around two-thirds
of the pensioner liabilities.

The buy-ins are held as
investments and members
will see no change to
how their pensions are
provided.

Security structures provide
additional protection
beyond a standard buy-in.

Umbrella contract structure
allows either buy-in to
be quickly and easily
extended.
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LCP LifeAnalytics...
the missing link
in understanding
pensions risk

LCP LifeAnalytics is a unique tool that allows you to measure
the longevity risk in your pension plan.
By analysing your pension plan liabilities at an individual member level,
it provides a tailored longevity “Value at Risk” for your plan, which can
be compared alongside your investment risk.
The longevity risk can be measured over any relevant time horizon
(such as a 10 year journey plan) and at any risk level (eg a 1-in-20 year event).
And, once you fully understand your longevity risk, and how it compares
to your other risks, you can make better decisions about how to manage it.

!

Create an
effective risk
management
framework.

Ensure optimal
investment and
funding strategy
decisions.

Assess value-formoney of buy-ins,
buy-outs and
longevity swaps.

Are you thinking about longevity risk in the right way?
Answer three simple questions about your scheme to find out...

26
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lifeanalytics.lcp.uk.com

Longevity risk
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Longevity risk and why it matters

There are few hotter topics in
the pensions industry right
now than longevity
In 2017 we carried out research to discover
what pension plans thought of the changes
in life expectancy trends, and found a wide
range of views. Our longevity report sheds light
on these views, and provides readers with a
comprehensive guide to the key issues.

Michelle Wright,
Partner

Do you know how
much longevity risk
your plan is running?
To learn more go to:
http://lifeanalytics.lcp.uk.com

Here are some of the highlights from the report.

Our longevity report covers key issues impacting
longevity risk including:
• Life expectancy improvement rates have fallen from
3.1% pa in 2011 to just 1% pa in 2016.
• The reduced impact of cardiovascular disease
treatment, ineffective flu vaccines and Britain’s
austerity measures have all been cited as potential
contributors to the slow down.
• Some argue that the recent experience represents
a “new norm” for longevity improvement rates.
However, it is far from clear for how long any new
trend will persist: new medical breakthroughs,
increased Government spending on health and
social care, or lifestyle improvements could all cause
the trend to reverse again in future.

• Despite the uncertainty, buy-in, buy-out and
longevity swap pricing has improved over 2017
as insurers and reinsurers reflect the latest data in
their forward-looking pricing models.
• Pension plans should work closely with their advisers
to assess insurer and reinsurer pricing against a range
of underlying mortality assumptions when assessing
value-for-money. It can also be helpful to consider
likely supply/demand pressures in the insurance and
reinsurance markets when considering whether to
remove longevity risk at today’s price.

To learn more and read the longevity report, visit www.lcp.uk.com/longevityreport
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Longevity risk and why it matters
continued

Most respondents view the slowdown in life
expectancy improvements as the new norm. . .

20%

2%

believe we have reached
the peak of human life
expectancy

believe improvements in life
expectancy will revert back to rates
seen in the late 1990s/early 2000s

60%

18%

believe the slowdown is
the new norm

believe modern science will drive even
higher increases in life expectancy

...with lifestyle improvements and education
considered the biggest driver of members’ life expectancies
What factors are impacting your pension plan members’ life expectancy the most?
Lifestyle
improvements Socioand education economic
factors

1st

2nd

Significant
drop in
heart and
circulatory
diseases

3rd

Progress
in cancer
treatments

NHS
funding

4th

Research
into new
therapies/
technology

5th

6th

Most will think about removing longevity risk, at some point

75%
of plans are planning on hedging
longevity risk at some point on the
journey to their long-term objective

Plan to use
longevity swaps
as part of their
journey

20%
50%

Plan to use
buy-ins as part
of their journey

30%

Plan to use buy-ins/swaps but only once
they reach their long-term objective

40%

20%

In 5 years

In 10 years

40%
When affordable

2/3
1/3

targeting self-sufficiency
versus

aiming for buy-out
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How longevity swap structures have evolved to
reduce costs and better meet pension plans’ needs
Benefits of longevity swaps
compared with a buy-in

Structures

Longevity risk can be hedged through either a longevity
swap or a buy-in. A buy-in is likely to be the most attractive
for pension plans running a low-risk (often gilts-focused)
investment strategy with surplus low-risk assets that can
be exchanged for a buy-in. On the other hand, a longevity
swap is likely to be attractive for pension plans that have
more appetite for investment risk and do not have surplus
low-risk assets available to fund a buy-in. A longevity swap
enables pension plans to remove longevity risk whilst
retaining investment flexibility and liquidity. Importantly,
under either a buy-in or a longevity swap there will normally
be a reinsurer in the background taking on the longevity
risk so that component of the cost is comparable under
either route.

Currently, UK pension plans cannot transact directly with
the reinsurers that offer longevity swaps, due to regulatory
constraints. Therefore, pension plans approaching
the longevity swap market need to consider how the
longevity swap will be “intermediated” (ie the nature of
the counterparts, that the pension plan and reinsurer will
transact with).

Recent developments in the longevity swap market seek to
make conversion of a longevity swap to buy-in or buy-out in
the future easier, providing more flexibility under this route.

Recent innovations mean there are now three main
routes available for most pension plans, including the
pass-through structure which was first used in June this
year. Increasingly pension plans are using captive insurers
(owned & capitalised by the pension plan) within the
timescales of a typical transaction.
We consider the three main routes below.

Fully intermediated
Most longevity swaps to date have been executed using this structure with an external insurer acting as an
intermediary. This continues to be the preferred structure for smaller transactions, whereas the other structures
in this section have become more popular for larger transactions since 2013.
Under this structure, the insurer is the counterparty to the pension plan and would reinsure most, if not all, of
the longevity risk. The insurer would take on the administration of the payments and other operational and
regulatory aspects. The insurer has the risk of the longevity reinsurer failing (the “credit risk”) and, if so, its
obligations to the pension plan are unchanged. The fee for this structure is the highest of the three options
recognising that the insurer takes on administrative aspects and the credit risk.

Fixed payments

Pension plan
Longevity
swap
Floating payments

30
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Fixed payments

Insurer
Intemediary

Longevity
reinsurance
Floating payments

Longevity
reinsurer

Captive insurer
Under a captive insurer structure a pension plan sets up its own insurance company to act as an intermediary
to the longevity reinsurer(s). This approach was first employed by the BT pension plan in 2014 and over 2017
has been used in transactions by the pensions plans of British Airways and Marsh & McLennan Companies. In
addition, insurers such as Aviva and Phoenix Life have transacted longevity swaps for their own pension plans
using their existing insurance companies as the captive.
Under the captive structure, the pension plan manages the administration of the longevity swap and bears the
credit risk of the longevity reinsurer(s). This may be acceptable to the pension plan as many of the reinsurers
are large global companies with strong credit ratings. The pension plan has the governance, operational and
regulatory risk involved in running a captive insurer.
This structure avoids paying a fee to an intermediary, but the added complexity and fixed costs in establishing
a captive insurer mean it is usually only a viable option for larger transactions.

Owned by pension plan

Pension plan
Longevity
swap

Captive
Insurer

Longevity
reinsurance

Longevity
reinsurer

Pension plan bears credit risk of reinsurer

Pass through
The third option is a “pass through” structure. The longevity swap by the pension plan of SSE plc
in June this year was the first time this structure has been utilised with an external insurer.
The structure is similar to the intermediated structure, but the pension plan bears the credit risk of the longevity
reinsurer in full. In particular, unlike the captive insurer route, the pension plan is not required to administer the
longevity swap or operate a captive insurer, with the associated governance, operational and regulatory risks.
The cost of this structure is lower than an intermediated structure, offering an alternative route to the longevity
market for smaller pension plans whilst also reducing the complexity for larger transactions.

Pension plan
Longevity
swap

Insurer
intermediary

Longevity
reinsurance

Longevity
reinsurer

Pension plan bears credit risk of reinsurer

For the what, why and how of insuring pension liabilities see page 5.
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5. FCA review
continued

An overview of
the eight insurers
in the market
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All you need to know about the insurers
continued

Aviva

Annuity asset portfolio
Gilts & corporate debt

• Entered the bulk annuity market in 2006.
• Has gradually increased market presence over
the past 5 years, writing their largest transaction
to date in October 2017 at £590m with the
Pearson Pension Plan.
• Significant focus on sourcing long-dated assets
(particularly commercial mortgages and equity
release) has allowed them to write a greater
proportion of non-pensioner liabilities than any
other insurer.

6%

12%

Commercial mortgages &
healthcare
Equity release

42%

8%

£44bn

Infrastructure

12%

Private placement &
structured finance

20%

Cash and other

Date: 30 June 2017

Largest pension plan
transaction

Team size

• Recent hire of Tom Ground to head up bulk
annuity practice reflects ambition to grow to
become a key market leader.

90

People
2015

Business volumes

“We’re expecting to see the bulk annuity
market grow significantly during 2018.”

£3bn+
£1.0bn

£0.9bn

£0.6bn

Tom Ground, Managing Director
of Defined Benefit Solutions, Aviva

Target market
Pensioners

2017

2018

announced
to date

target

10%

• Initially focused on smaller pensioner buy-ins under
£100m.

• Has experience of back-book annuity transfers,
with significant transactions in 2005 and 2007,
and more recently with Equitable Life in 2015.

2017

Non-pensioners

None

Maximum
transaction size

None

Annuity asset portfolio

• Entered the bulk annuity market at the end of 2015.

• In 2017 started targeting larger pensioner buy-ins
with a £250m transaction with Cancer Research
Pension Scheme in February 2017 and a £210m
transaction later in the year.

2016

Minimum
transaction size
2015 2016

Canada Life

£600m

£300m
£210m

13%

1%

Gilts & corporate debt
Commercial mortgages
Real Estate

£17bn

Cash and other

76%

Date: 30 June 2017

Largest pension plan
transaction

Team size

£250m
£90m

“The outlook for 2018 remains positive
with a strong pipeline of transactions.
Whilst there is uncertainty within
the broader economy, there is a clear
opportunity to take advantage of
attractive pricing to de-risk schemes
over the months ahead.”
Ian Watson, Head of Retirement Income
Canada Life

20

£25m

People

2015

Business volumes
£1bn
£0.5bn
£30m

2017

Target market
Pensioners

Non-pensioners

Minimum
transaction size

£0.1bn

2015 2016

2016

2017

2018

announced
to date

target

None

Maximum
transaction size

£400m
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All you need to know about the insurers
continued

JUST

Annuity asset portfolio

• Formed by the merger of Just Retirement
and Partnership in April 2016.

2%
38%

• Historically their preference was to write
medically underwritten buy-ins with the
underwriting taking place pre-transaction.
To date around 50% of the transactions they
have written have been on this basis.
• JUST can also quote on a conventional basis or on
a basis where medical underwriting takes place
post-transaction with an upfront price saving.

£17.5bn

Date: 30 June 2017

Team size

57

Rob Mechem, Head of Business Development
JUST

Largest pension plan
transaction
£120m

2015

Business volumes
£1.2bn*
£0.9bn

£1bn

“Increasing numbers of pension schemes
are reaching the exciting point of being
able to consider a buy-in or buy-out.
2018 is shaping up to be a busy year,
but the key to success remains the same
as always – thorough preparation and a
willingness to engage insurers early
and collaboratively.”
Chris DeMarco, Managing Director
Legal & General
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2017

Target market

Pensioners
2015 2016

2017

2018

announced
to date

target

Non-pensioners

Minimum
transaction size

Maximum
transaction size

£10m

£400m

Annuity asset portfolio
15%

3%
Gilts & corporate debt

£56bn

Direct investments
Lifetime mortgages

82%
Date: 30 June 2017

Team size

Largest pension plan
transaction
£1.1bn
£600m

£500m

150

People
2015

2016

2017

Business volumes
£6.3bn
backbooks

• In recent years Legal & General has worked
increasingly closely with its investment
management arm (LGIM) to provide solutions that
combine insurance and investment.

2016

£0.6bn

• Longest-established provider in the bulk annuity
market, quoting on the full range of transaction
sizes and types.
• Since 2014 Legal & General has been increasingly
active at the larger end of the market. They have
written the largest UK buy-in at £3bn with the
ICI Pension Fund, and in 2016 completed a £1.1bn
full buy-out for the Vickers pension scheme.

£245m

£135m

People

* Includes transactions written by
Partnership and Just Retirement

Legal & General

Gilts & corporate debt
Cash

60%

• In 2017 they continued to have a strong focus
on “top-slice” pensioner buy-ins, covering the
members with the largest pensions in payment.

“The provision of medically
underwritten solutions as well as
conventional solutions means that
trustees have a range of options to
choose from.”

Equity release mortgages

Target market
£3.3bn

£2.0bn

Pensioners

Non-pensioners

Minimum
transaction size
2015 2016

Maximum
transaction size

2017
announced
to date

None

None

All you need to know about the insurers
continued

Phoenix Life

Annuity asset portfolio

• In late 2016 completed a £1.2bn buy-in with its
own pension plan and is now actively quoting
on large bulk annuity opportunities. Formally
entered the bulk annuity market in 2017.
• Phoenix Life sees bulk annuities as
complimentary to its existing strategy of
purchasing annuity back-books.
• In 2016 Phoenix Life acquired the Abbey Life
Insurance Company (with £10bn in assets)
and the AXA UK pension business.

“The market has grown steadily in recent
years and there is projected demand of
£350bn over the next ten years as pension
trustees look to de-risk. ”
Clive Bannister, Group Chief Executive Officer
Phoenix Group

6%

5%

• Phoenix Life has primarily operated to date as
a specialist consolidator of annuity back-books
and closed life funds.

20%

Corporate debt
Gilts

£6.5bn

Structured notes
Other

69%

Date: 31 Dec 2016

Largest pension plan
transaction

Team size

£1.2bn

14

N/A
2015

Pensioners

N/A

“As with 2016, and reflecting continued
low gilt yields, the majority of insurance
transactions in 2017 have been pensioner
buy-ins. The bulk annuity market, driven
by high levels of demand and competitive
pricing, is currently experiencing a period
of significant activity.”
Jay Shah, Chief Origination Officer
Pension Insurance Corporation

Non-pensioners

Minimum
transaction size

None

Maximum
transaction size

2017
£100m

None

Annuity asset portfolio
7%

£24bn
35%
58%

• PIC has achieved the highest market share in
2015 and 2016.
• Has completed a number of significant full
buy-out deals, including £2.4bn with the Philips
Pension Fund in 2015 and the largest full buy-in
in 2017 at £725m for the Former Registered
Dock Workers Pension Fund.

2017

Target market

£1.2bn

announced
to date

• Established specialist mono-line insurer
focused on bulk annuities, which entered the
bulk annuity market in 2006.

2016

Business volumes

2015 2016

Pension Insurance
Corporation (PIC)

None

People

Date: 30 June 2017

Team size

Corporate debt
Gilts
Cash and other:

Largest pension plan
transaction
£2.4bn

65

£890m
£725m

People

Business volumes
£3.8bn
£3.1bn

2015

2016

2017

Target market

£2.5bn
Pensioners
Minimum
transaction size
2015 2016

Non-pensioners
Maximum
transaction size

2017
announced
to date

£20m

None
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All you need to know about the insurers
continued

Rothesay Life

Annuity asset portfolio

• Established specialist mono-line insurer
focused entirely on bulk annuities.
• Rothesay Life has grown through bulk
annuities as well as acquisitions (Paternoster
in 2011 and MetLife Assurance Limited in
2014) and annuity back-book transfers
(£1bn from Zurich in 2015, and £6bn from
Aegon in 2016).
• Shareholders include a Blackstone private
equity fund and a Singapore sovereign
wealth fund.

4%
6%

UK Sovereign, Supranational
Bonds, Quasi-Sovereign

10%

Secured Residential Lending

£24bn

15%

Other Secured Lending

47%

Infrastructure

18%

Cash
Other

Date: 30 June 2017

Team size

Largest pension plan
transaction
£1.6bn

182

Business volumes

Guy Freeman, Business Development,
Rothesay Life

2015

£6bn
£3.6bn

2015 2016

Pensioners

2017

2018

announced
to date

target

Emma Watkins, Director, Bulk Annuities Division
Scottish Widows

35%

£17bn
45%

15%

Date: 31 December 2016

Team size

70
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£100m

None

Corporate debt
Gilts
Alternative credit investments
Cash and other

Largest pension plan
transaction
£630m
£400m
£260m

People
2015

Business volumes

2016

2017

Target market

£1.5bn
Pensioners

£0.4bn
2015 2016

£0.4bn
2017
announced
to date

36

Maximum
transaction size

5%

• Scottish Widows initially focused on pensioner
buy-ins but now has the capability to operate
across the whole market including buy-outs.

“We predict an unprecedented level of
demand for buy-ins and buy-outs in
2018. It is clear that in this environment
schemes that come to market well
prepared, with clear objectives, a welldefined process and high quality data
will gain the most traction.”

Non-pensioners

Minimum
transaction size

Annuity asset portfolio

• Scottish Widows is wholly owned by Lloyds
Banking Group. Entered the bulk annuity market
in late 2015, drawing on both internal resource
and hiring experienced specialists.

• Scottish Widows has to date largely retained
longevity risk unlike the other insurers in the
market which have used longevity reinsurance
to transfer significant proportions of longevity
risk externally.

2017

£3bn*
£0.9bn

*Target volumes are £15bn over five years

Scottish Widows

2016

Target market

back-books

“If solvency levels continue to improve
buy-outs will become the focus for the
bulk annuity market in 2018.”

£450m
£6m

People

Minimum
transaction size
£50m
(Selectively quote
on smaller deals)

Non-pensioners
Maximum
transaction size
None

Appendices
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Appendices

Buy-in and buy-out volumes by insurer
Total size of transactions (£m)

Insurer

Date of entry

H1

H2

Total

Market

H1

H2

Total

Market

2016

2016

2016

share

2017

20173

2017

share

2016
Aviva

May 2006

71

549

620

6%

326

586

912

9%

Canada Life

February 2015

35

93

128

1%

273

237

510

5%

JUST1

late 2012

164

779

943

9%

295

269

564

6%

Legal & General

1986

641

2,698

3,339

33%

1,504

1,836

3,340

35%

Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2006

897

1,632

2,529

25%

1,875

1,185

3,060

32%

Phoenix Life

December 2016

0

1,181

1,181

12%

0

0

0

0%

Rothesay Life

July 2007

6

0

6

0%

405

450

855

9%

Scottish Widows

October 2015

885

590

1,475

14%

405

0

405

4%

2,699

7,522

10,221

100%

5,083

4,563

9,646

100%

Total

2

Rounding may mean that some numbers do not sum.
1

Just Retirement and Partnership merged on 4 April 2016 to form JUST. Their
business prior to the merger has been combined.
2

Only business with a UK pension plan is included. The table therefore

excludes the £3bn transfer of annuities from Aegon to L&G in May 2016; and
the £6bn transfer of annuities from Aegon to Rothesay Life in April 2016.
3

H2 2017 includes data published as at 18 December 2017. L&G totals reflect
full-year results, and PIC and JUST have confirmed Q3 2017 results.

Defining transactions

Insurer activity
2007

2.9

Hunting PLC
£110m pensioner buy-in
First pensioner buy-in

2008

7.9

Cable & Wireless
£1bn pensioner
buy-in

2009

3.7

3.8

Babcock International
£1.1bn of longevity swaps
First longevity swap

2010

4.0

4.3

GSK
£900m pensioner buy-in

2011

5.2

7.0

Turner & Newall
£1.1bn PPF+ buy-out

2012

4.4

2.2

MNOPF
£680m full buy-out

2013

7.5

8.8

EMI
£1.5bn full buy-out

2014

13.2 21.9

ICI Pension Fund
BT
£3.9bn across three £16bn longevity
buy-ins
swap

2015

12.3 9.4

Philips Pension Fund
£2.4bn full buy-out

2016

10.2 2.6

ICI Pension Fund
£2.7bn across five
buy-ins

9.6

Pearson Pension Plan
£1.2bn across two buy-ins

announced
to date

2017

£0bn
Aviva

£5bn

£10bn

Prudential

JUST

Pension Insurance
Corporation

Scottish Widows

Legal & General

Phoenix Life

Other

Source: Insurance company data.
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£15bn

Paternoster

Canada Life
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2017

Rothesay Life

Buy-in/buy-out volumes (£bn)
Longevity swaps (£bn)

Thorn
£1.1bn full buy-out

Uniq
£830m PPF+
buy-out

Rolls-Royce
£1.1bn full buy-out

Appendices

Longevity swaps written by UK pension plans
Sponsoring company/

Date

pension plan

Liabilities

Structure

Intermediary

Reinsurer (where disclosed)

covered
£m

MMC UK

September 2017

3,400

Captive insurer

Captive

Prudential / Canada Life Re

British Airways

September 2017

1,600

Captive insurer

Captive

Partner Re / Canada Life Re

Skanska

July 2017

300

Fully intermediated

Zurich Assurance

Scor

SSE

June 2017

800

Pass through

Legal & General

Undisclosed

January 2017

300

Fully intermediated

Zurich Assurance

Undisclosed

December 2016

900

Fully intermediated

Legal & General

Undisclosed

October 2016

50

Fully intermediated

Zurich Assurance

Pacific Life Re

Pirelli

August 2016

600

Fully intermediated

Zurich Assurance

Pacific Life Re

Scottish Power

July 2016

1,000

Fully intermediated

Abbey Life (Deutsche

Undisclosed

December 2015

90

Fully intermediated

Zurich Assurance

Pacific Life Re

RAC Pension Scheme

November 2015

600

Sponsor subsidiary

Aviva Life & Pensions

Scor

Heineken

September 2015

2,400

Fully intermediated

Friends Life

Swiss Re

AXA

July 2015

2,800

Sponsor subsidiary

Axa

Reinsurance Group of America

Scottish Power

February 2015

2,000

Fully intermediated

Abbey Life (Deutsche

Scor

Bank)

Bank)
MNOPF

January 2015

1,500

Captive insurer

MNOPF IC Limited

Pacific Life Re

Phoenix Group

August 2014

900

Sponsor subsidiary

Phoenix Life

RGA

BT

July 2014

16,000

Captive insurer

Trustee-owned captive

Prudential Insurance Company of America

Aviva

March 2014

5,000

Sponsor subsidiary

Aviva Life & Pensions

Swiss Re / Munich Re / Scor

Carillion

December 2013

1,000

Fully intermediated

Deutsche Bank

Syndicate of reinsurers

BAE Systems

December 2013

1,700

Fully intermediated

Legal & General

Hannover Re / Reinsurance Group of

AstraZeneca

December 2013

2,500

Fully intermediated

Deutsche Bank

Bentley Motors

May 2013

400

Fully intermediated

Abbey Life (Deutsche

America
Syndicate of reinsurers

Bank)
BAE Systems

February 2013

3,200

Fully intermediated

Legal & General

Hannover Re

Liverpool Victoria

December 2012

800

Fully intermediated

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

Swiss Re

AkzoNobel

May 2012

1,400

Fully intermediated

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

Swiss Re

Pilkington

December 2011

1,000

Fully intermediated

Legal and General

Hannover Re

British Airways

December 2011

1,300

Fully intermediated

Rothesay Life

Pacific Life Re / undisclosed

Rolls-Royce

November 2011

3,000

Fully intermediated

Deutsche Bank

Syndicate of reinsurers (including Scor)

ITV

August 2011

1,700

Fully intermediated

Credit Suisse

Pacific Life Re / undisclosed

Pall

January 2011

70

Fully intermediated

J P Morgan

British Airways

July 2010

1,300

Fully intermediated

Rothesay Life

Pacific Life Re / undisclosed

BMW

February 2010

3,000

Fully intermediated

Abbey Life (Deutsche

Hannover Re / Pacific Life Re / Partner Re

Friendly Society

Bank)
Babcock International

December 2009

300

Fully intermediated

Credit Suisse

Pacific Life Re / Reinsurance Group of

Local government

December 2009

750

Fully intermediated

ReAssure (Swiss Re)

Swiss Re

Babcock International

September 2009

350

Fully intermediated

Credit Suisse

Pacific Life Re / Reinsurance Group of

America / undisclosed

America / undisclosed
RSA Insurance Group

July 2009

1,900

Fully intermediated

Rothesay Life

Pacific Life Re / undisclosed

Babcock International

June 2009

500

Fully intermediated

Credit Suisse

Pacific Life Re / Reinsurance Group of
America / undisclosed

Source: Insurance company data.
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Buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m announced since 2007
Name

Size (£m)

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

ICI

3,000

Chemicals

Legal & General

March 2014

Pensioner buy-in

TRW

2,500

Automotive

Legal & General

November 2014

Pensioner buy-out

Philips

2,400

Technology

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2015

Full buy-out

Total

1,600

Oil and Gas

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Civil Aviation

1,600

Public

Rothesay Life

July 2015

Pensioner buy-in

1,500

Music

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2013

Full buy-out

LCP lead
adviser

Trusteeside


Authority
EMI

Entertainment
Phoenix Life

1,180

Financial services

Phoenix Life

December 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Turner and

1,100

Engineering

Legal & General

October 2011

PPF+ buy-out

Thorn

1,100

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

December 2008

Full buy-out

Rolls-Royce

1,070

Automotive

Legal & General

November 2016

Full buy-out

Cable & Wireless

1,050

Communications

Prudential

September 2008

Pensioner buy-in

GlaxoSmithKline

900

Pharmaceutical

Prudential

November 2010

Pensioner buy-in

Aon

890

Financial services

Pension Insurance Corporation

March 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Uniq

830

Food Producer

Rothesay Life

December 2011

PPF+ buy-out

P&O

800

Shipping

Paternoster (now Rothesay

December 2007

Pensioner buy-in

Newall

Companyside



Life)
ICI

750

Chemicals

Legal & General

July 2016

Pensioner buy-in



Dockworkers

725

Shipping

Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2017

Full buy-in



Rank

700

Gambling

Rothesay Life

February 2008

Full risk transfer

Undisclosed

690

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2017

Pensioner buy-in

MNOPF

680

Shipping

Rothesay Life

December 2012

Full buy-in

Northern Bank

680

Financial Services Prudential

April 2015

Pensioner buy-in

Lehman Brothers

675

Financial Services Rothesay Life

April 2015

Full buy-out

NCR

670

Technology

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2013

Full buy-out

ICI

630

Chemicals

Scottish Widows

June 2016

Pensioner buy-in



ICI

600

Chemicals

Prudential

March 2014

Pensioner buy-in



ICI

590

Chemicals

Scottish Widows

September 2016

Pensioner buy-in



Wolseley Group

590

Plumbing

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Pearson

600

Education

Legal & General

September 2017

Pensioner buy-in



Pearson

600

Education

Aviva

October 2017

Pensioner buy-in



Plumbing

Legal & General

June 2017

Pensioner buy-in




Plumbers Pension 570



Scheme
Undisclosed

535

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2015

Full buy-out

MNOPF

500

Shipping

Lucida

September 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Cadbury

500

Food Producer

Pension Insurance Corporation

December 2009

Pensioner buy-in

ICI

500

Chemicals

Legal & General

March 2015

Pensioner buy-in



ICI

500

Chemicals

Prudential

June 2015

Pensioner buy-in



ICI

500

Chemicals

Legal & General

June 2015

Pensioner buy-in



MNOPF

490

Shipping

Legal & General

November 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Philips

480

Technology

Rothesay Life

August 2013

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

460

Luxury goods

Legal & General

November 2016

Full buy-out



Delta

450

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2008

Pensioner buy-out

Undisclosed

450

Unknown

Rothesay Life

July 2017

Full buy-out

InterContinental

440

Hotels

Rothesay Life

August 2013

Full buy-out

400

Engineering

Paternoster (now Rothesay

March 2008

Full buy-out



Hotels
Powell Duffryn /
PD Pension Plan

40

Life)

Wiggins Teape

400

Manufacturing

Scottish Widows

November 2015

Pensioner buy-in

ICI

380

Chemicals

Legal & General

September 2016

Pensioner buy-in
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Buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m announced since 2007
Name

Size (£m)

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

LCP lead

CDC

370

Public

Rothesay Life

November 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

370

Unknown

Rothesay Life

December 2014

Full buy-out

Friends Provident

360

Financial Services Aviva

April 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Tate & Lyle

350

Food Producer

Legal & General

December 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

340

Unknown

Legal & General

July 2013

Deferred buy-in

ICI

330

Chemicals

Legal & General

March 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Alliance Boots

320

Pharmaceutical

Pension Insurance Corporation

June 2010

Full buy-out

Cookson

320

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Philips

310

Technology

Prudential

September 2014

Pensioner buy-in



Aggregate

305

Mining

Pension Insurance Corporation

February 2010

Pensioner buy-in



Philips

300

Technology

Prudential

June 2014

Pensioner buy-in



Interserve

300

Construction

Aviva

July 2014

Pensioner buy-in



ICI

300

Chemicals

Prudential

November 2014

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

300

Unknown

Aviva

June 2015

Pensioner buy-in

TKM

300

Automotive

Aviva

November 2015

Full buy-out

Home Retail

280

Retail

Prudential

June 2011

Pensioner buy-in

280

Aerospace &

Rothesay Life

July 2013

Pensioner buy-in

adviser




Industries



Group
Cobham

Defence
Western United

280

Food Producer

Rothesay Life

June 2014

Full buy-out

West Midlands

270

Transport

Prudential

April 2012

Pensioner buy-in

BBA Aviation

270

Aviation

Legal & General

April 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Tullet Prebon

270

Banking

Rothesay Life

May 2017

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

270

Unknown

Legal & General

June 2017

Pensioner buy-in

ICI

260

Chemicals

Scottish Widows

March 2017

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

260

Unknown

Legal & General

November 2017

Full buy-out



Undisclosed

255

Unknown

Legal & General

January 2013

Full buy-in

TI Group / Smiths

250

Engineering

Legal & General

March 2008

Pensioner buy-in

250

Engineering

Paternoster (now Rothesay

September 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Integrated
Transport
Authority

Pension Scheme

Group
TI Group / Smiths
Group

Life)

Undisclosed

250

Media

Aviva

December 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

250

Unknown

Legal & General

August 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Smiths Group

250

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Cancer Research

250

Charities

Canada Life

March 2017

Pensioner buy-in

SSE

245

Energy

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

245

Unknown

JUST

September 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Weir Group

240

Engineering

Legal & General

December 2007

Pensioner buy-in

Law Society

235

Legal

MetLife

June 2011

Full buy-out

General Motors

230

Vehicle

Rothesay Life

October 2012

Full buy-out








Manufacturing
Kingfisher

230

Retail

Legal & General

December 2015

Pensioner buy-in

Pilkington

230

Glass

Pension Insurance Corporation

August 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Paternoster (now Rothesay

July 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Pension Insurance Corporation

January 2009

Full buy-out

Legal & General

June 2010

Unknown

Manufacturing
Pensions Trust

225

Charities

Life)
Leyland DAF

225

Vehicle
Manufacturing

Undisclosed

220

Unknown

FTSE 250
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Buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m announced since 2007
Name

Size (£m)

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

LCP lead

Undisclosed

220

Retail

Legal & General

March 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

220

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2013

Full buy-out

ICI Specialty

220

Chemicals

Prudential

August 2015

Pensioner buy-in

Aon

210

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Siemens (VA

210

Technology

December 2015

Full buy-out

Investec Bank

210

Financial Services Aviva

November 2016

Full buy-out

Taylor Wimpey

205

Housebuilding

Partnership

December 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Smiths Group

210

Engineering

Canada Life

September 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

200

Unknown

Scottish Widows

April 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Denso

200

Automotive

Pension Insurance Corporation

March 2012

Full buy-out

SR Technics

200

Aviation

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2012

PPF+ buy-out

Undisclosed

200

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2014

Pensioner buy-in



3i

200

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

March 2017

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

200

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Smith & Nephew

190

Medical

Rothesay Life

January 2013

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

190

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

August 2015

Full buy-out

GKN

190

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Makro UK

185

Retail

Rothesay Life

August 2014

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

185

Banking

Aviva

December 2010

Pensioner buy-in

M-Real

180

Paper

Legal & General

March 2008

Full buy-out

adviser



Chemicals
Pension Insurance Corporation

Tech)

Corporation









Manufacturing

Undisclosed

180

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

October 2015

Full buy-out

DRG Pension

180

Paper &

Legal & General

January 2007

Full buy-out

Fund

Stationery

First Quench

175

Retail

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2013

PPF+ buy-out

TI Group / Smiths

170

Engineering

Pension Insurance Corporation

September 2013

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

170

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2011

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

170

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2014

Full buy-out

Electricity

170

Utilities

Legal & General

November 2007

Full buy-out

170

Media

Paternoster (now Rothesay

October 2007

Full buy-out



Group


Association
Services
Emap

Life)
Gartmore

160

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2012

Full buy-in



Morgan Crucible

160

Engineering

March 2008

Pensioner buy-in



London Stock

160

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

May 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

160

Unknown

Legal & General

June 2016

Unknown

Ofcom

150

Public

Legal & General

July 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Dairy Crest

150

Food Producer

Legal & General

December 2008

Pensioner buy-in

Dairy Crest

150

Food Producer

Legal & General

June 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Aon

150

Financial Services MetLife

June 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Meat & Livestock

150

Food Producer

Aviva

June 2011

Pensioner buy-in

150

Engineering

Rothesay Life

September 2011

Pensioner buy-in

150

Energy

Paternoster (now Rothesay

November 2007

Full buy-out

Lucida

Exchange

Commission
TI Group / Smiths
Group
Eni Lasmo

Life)

42
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Buy-ins and buy-outs over £100m announced since 2007
Name

Size (£m)

Sector

Insurer

Date

Type

LCP lead

Undisclosed

150

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

September 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

145

Unknown

Legal & General

January 2009

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

140

Unknown

Prudential

August 2012

Pensioner buy-in

ICI Specialty

140

Chemicals

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2016

Pensioner buy-in

TI Group

140

Technology

Pension Insurance Corporation

January 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Denso

135

Automotive

Pension Insurance Corporation

September 2009

Full buy-out

Aggregate

135

Unknown

JUST

July 2016

Pensioner buy-in



130

Printing

Aviva

September 2008

Pensioner buy-in



Vivendi

130

Communications

MetLife

November 2008

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

130

Unknown

Legal & General

June 2017

Full buy-out

Unilever

130

Consumer goods

Legal & General

September 2014

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

130

Unknown

JUST

August 2016

Pensioner buy-in



Next

125

Retail

Aviva

August 2010

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

125

Unknown

JUST

March 2017

Pensioner buy-in

GKN

120

Engineering

Rothesay Life

January 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

120

Unknown

JUST

October 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

120

Unknown

Rothesay Life

December 2014

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

120

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2012

Pensioner buy-in

JLT

120

Employee

Prudential

September 2013

Pensioner buy-in

adviser



Chemicals

Industries
West Ferry
Printers



benefits
consulting
Undisclosed

120

Unknown

Rothesay Life

December 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

120

Unknown

Just Retirement

October 2015

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

120

Unknown

Scottish Widows

October 2017

Pensioner buy-in



Western United

115

Food Producer

Rothesay Life

November 2012

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

115

Unknown

Legal & General

June 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Hunting

110

Energy

Paternoster (now Rothesay

January 2007

Pensioner buy-in



Life)
Undisclosed

110

Unknown

Aviva

December 2011

Pensioner buy-in

Western United

110

Food Producer

Rothesay Life

March 2014

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

110

Unknown

Legal & General

December 2015

Full buy-out

Aon

105

Financial Services Pension Insurance Corporation

March 2012

Pensioner buy-in

Land Securities

110

Property

December 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Alcatel-Lucent

105

Telecommunications Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Siemens (VA

100

Technology

Pension Insurance Corporation

April 2013

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

100

Manufacturing

MetLife

January 2010

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

100

Retail

Aviva

March 2010

Pensioner buy-in

MNOPF

100

Various

Lucida

May 2010

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

100

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

December 2012

Pensioner buy-in



The Church of

100

Charities

Prudential

February 2014

Pensioner buy-in



Undisclosed

100

Unknown

Legal & General

November 2015

Full buy-out

SSE

100

Energy

Pension Insurance Corporation

November 2016

Pensioner buy-in

Pharmacia

100

Pharmaceutical

Scottish Widows

March 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

100

Unknown

Aviva

April 2017

Full buy-out

Undisclosed

100

Unknown

Pension Insurance Corporation

July 2017

Pensioner buy-in

Undisclosed

100

Unknown

Aviva

November 2017

Full buy-out

JUST



Tech)

England
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